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Introduction
The problems of slope stability in the sections of the
long gorges of our country are considered in a number of engineering geological publications (Ilov,
2004; Ivanov et al., 2009; Lakov, Stoynev, 2013,
2016; Stoynev, Lakov, 2018; Varbanov, Hristov,
2020, etc.). They are also particularly characteristic of the Iskar Gorge, too. The complex geological
and tectonic structure of the Iskar Gorge, the great
variety of cracked and weathered rocks, the highly
indented relief with steep and high slopes, the activity of river erosion, temperature fluctuations,
earthquakes and significant anthropogenic influence have led to the emergence of various types of
periodic and dynamic gravitational geological processes. Of these, the places with rockfalls and landslides are of predominant importance (Konstantinov
et al., 1992; Ivanov et al., 2009).

Object of research
Rockfalls, scree and erosion are in permanent interaction with each other and are typical processes
in the Iskar Gorge (Iliev-Broutchev et al., 1994;
Ivanov et al., 2018; Frangov, Berov, 2018, 2019).
The studied site is located on the main road
Sofia-Mezdra in Vlado Trichkov village (Fig. 1).
The slope is made of greyish-black thinly laminated argillites of Devonian age (Yanev et al., 1995).
The summarized data for the rockfall site at Vlado
Trichkov are given in Table 1.
The outcropped rock mass is heavily fractured
and weathered, which is reflected in its relatively
low mechanical properties. Most of slope is covered with scarce vegetation. These factors con212

tribute to the development of intensive sheet and
gully erosion, which in turn destabilize the rock
mass. The periodical rockfalls produce debris, accumulated at the foot of the slope, regularly reaching the road lane, due to lack of rockfall countermeasures. Part of the fallen rockfall material on
the road was transferred directly to the slope below
it. Another part was used to build the enlargement
for the turnoff located in the immediate vicinity.
The falling blocks are plate-shaped and are overall
small sized – around to 0.01–0.2 m3. In some cases
there are larger pieces of rock. The combined effect of the low mechanical strength, multiple joint
sets and weathering susceptibility of the argillites
cause the blocks to disintegrate during transport
into smaller pieces. North of the studied site the
slopes are likewise strongly affected by sheet erosion, established by analysing satellite imagery and
field recognition. Based on the field mapping the
rock mass is classified according to the RMR89

Table 1. General data of Vlado Trichkov rockfall site
Data
Coordinates
Section length
Slope height (average)
Type of rock in the massif
Slope angle
Natural slope before re-mowing
Slope sinking azimuth
Road orientation

Value
42° 51' 56.00" N
23° 21' 48.97" E
85 m
75–80 m
аrgillites
35–45°
28–30°
190°
100–280°

Fig. 1. Location, engineering geological map of the studied area around village of Vlado Trichkov: 1, sandy gravel; 2, heavily
jointed and weathered argillites; 3, linear erosion; 4, sheet erosion; 5, rockfall; А–Б, engineering geological cross section; stereographic net of the joint sets at Vlado Trichkov rockfall

system as very poor to fair rock. The GSI index
was established to range between 35–50.

Analysis and results
The condition and orientation of the discontinuities
relative to the slope play a key role for the overall
low ratings. The orientation of 34 discontinuities
was measured across the face of the slope. The data

were analysed with software Dips (Rocscience),
and it was established there are four persistent joint
sets (Fig. 1). Statistical kinematic assessment was
computed for each rockfall mode. It was found that
planar type mechanism has the highest probability
to occur (75%), whereas for the rest the likelihood
is relatively low to insignificant.
A prognostic assessment was made for the manifestation of different types of kinematic collapse
213

models. From the kinetic analysis in software RocFall (Rocscience) it was established that practically
most blocks, after detachment from the rock mass,
only slide along the slope, without bouncing. Free
fall and bouncing happens only at the foot of the
slope or when the slope angle changes sharply. The
reasons being are the even slope angle as well as the
shape and size of the blocks. From the field assessment of the current slope stability it was observed
that the majority of the unstable rockmass has already fallen from the outcrop. Most of the calculated parameters of the slope refer to a visibly more
unstable area with a volume of 10–16 m3, located
about 5–8 m above the road.

Discussion
The mean kinetic energy on impact varies from 0.3
to 3.0 kJ. It is highest in the base of the slope near
to the roadway. These results correspond to the field
observations of the rockfall mechanism. The presence of a slope with a steeper slope angle than that
of the crack system, dipping in the same direction
is a prerequisite for the manifestation of a planar
type of rockfall. The low angle of internal friction
of the argillites significantly contributes to the loss
of slope stability. The analysis shows that due to the
small size of the blocks and the slope of the terrain,
the distance traveled and their impact energy are
small. In the overall expert assessment of the current state of the rock massif, the risk of rockfall in
this area is defined as low to medium.

Conclusion
The existence of a slope with steeper angle than that
of the joint set dipping in the same direction is a precondition for planar rockfall type. In addition, the
low friction angle along the argillites discontinuities
contributes importantly for the loss of slope stability. It is evident from the kinetic analysis that due
to the small block size and terrain slope, the travel
distance and energy on impact are small. From the
complete analysis of the current state of the rock
mass the rockfall risk is assessed as low to medium.
To minimise the geohazard the implementation of
adequate rockfall and scree prevention measures are
needed. Different types of retaining walls and anchored nets could reduce the risk for the people and
infrastructure decisively.
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